In Embedded and wireless communication systems, the use of DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform) and FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) algorithms based modules has been significant. Of late, in a system if various module designs for distinct algorithms exist then the parameterization/reconfiguration techniques are becoming an effective implementation idea of research. And so, in this paper, parameterization technique is approached which takes advantage of the mutual modules present in the two distinct algorithms popularly used in the Embedded and wireless communication systems applications. Significance of this paper is to introduce a mutual module for the lifting DWT and FFT butterfly such that it contributes to reduction in area and power consumption. The advantage of this mutual module implementation in the parameterization approach is that the achieved power consumption is 253mW at 100MHz and the area required is 242 slices. Therefore, the power reduction for 8point FFT and 9/7DWT system under test is almost 40 % and for the same system under test the area reduced is 48%.
INTRODUCTION
Presently, embedded systems have widely spread over consumer, commercial, and military applications. Embedded systems have two fundamental characteristics viz; Reactive and Realtime. Embedded digital signal processing (EDSP) systems is one of the important applications of realtime embedded system, which uses a special architecture to achieve better performance. Moreover, embedded systems are widely used in standard applications such as wireless communication protocols demanding Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) and radar image processing or say image processing. However, efficient hardware realization with reduced area and low-power dissipation is a significant challenge for embedded systems, in particular portable devices. The challenge is even more pronounced when DWT and FFT with large transform lengths need to be realized in embedded hardware for the application in wireless communication systems/ communication systems such as in OFDM, modulation, channel coding, equalization, thresholding /denoising etc. The common functions can be distinguished and then used to greatest advantage from the sharing of common attributes among the architectures in order to improve power efficiency and area. Hence, the goal intended to be attained is a hardware efficient mutual module for DWT and FFT architectures, stressing on compact and low-power embedded realizations.
Recently, [3] , [9] parameterization technique has been introduced, which identifies the common prospects amidst the targeted standards with the objective of defining a capable operation to handle the required tasks. These operations when made a slight change to their parameters can switch from a configuration to another. With the fast and growing interest in VLSI technology, various techniques have been presented on FPGA platform to improve the performance of the embedded hardware. In this paper, a Parameterization technique is used to greatest advantage, called the Mutual module for Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithms that can be considered to build a large range of communication standards. The fundamental concept behind the Mutual module approach is to distinguish the common elements in couple of architectures that could be to a great extent reprocessed across two or more distinct standards. Therefore, the Mutual module approach stay standard independent such that, when required the mutual module for
The sharing of two different algorithms in wireless communication systems is with FFT and DWT algorithms considered. FFT algorithm for decoding or multicarrier modulation-OFDM along with DWT in wavelet thresholding or in multicarrier modulation-OFDM (MCM-OFDM) is used. In this paper, a Mutual Module based parameterization approach for DWT and FFT algorithm is developed . The two distinct algorithms sharing the implementation module under the parameterization context are FFT and DWT algorithms. Processed data and functions performed by the DWT and FFT algorithms are compared, but they seem to be totally unlike. Therefore, I had decided to research it under the Parameterization context, so that the computational and implementation similarities between the DWTlifting and FFT-butterfly units can be identified. Thus, a configurable processing module (element) that can switch between the two algorithms functions is proposed. With reference to the existing research, the proposed work contributes to the design of the processing element/computational unit(MCU) for lifting based DWT and to develop an radix-2 butterfly structure for 2-point FFT system. Then the mutual module for DWT in FFT is recognized which minimizes the power consumption and area required compared to two different structure of DWT and FFT.
The paper is organized in the following way: In Section-2 the literature related to the presented work is discussed; in section-3 Problem statement is briefly reviewed. The lifting based DWT and Radix-2 FFT algorithm are reviewed in section-4. The proposed mutual module for the lifting DWT and Radix-2 FFT butterfly algorithm is discussed in section-5. Whereas, the results of the proposed implementation are presented in section-6 and in the paper is concluded in section 7.
LITERATURE
The study of Common Operator approach is introduced in the literature. In this section a review on recent development in Common Operator approach is presented.As, Malek.Naoueset.al [19] presenta common butterfly f or the FFT and Viterbi algorithms. They investigated where reuse and power consumption is traded against throughput. Performance comparisons with similar works are also discussed.Ali Chamas. Al-Ghouwayel et.al [20] presented a reconfigurable Triple mode Multiplier that constitutes the core of the Butterfly-based FFT. A scalable and flexible unit for the polynomial reduction needed in the Galois Fields-GF (2^m) multiplication is also proposed. An FPGA implementation of the proposed multiplier is given and the measures show a gain of 18 % in terms of performance-to-cost ratio compared to a "Velcro" approach where two self-contained operators are implemented separately.S.T. Gulet. al [6] presented an method for designing flexible multi-standard radio systems. Their work consisted in exploring the design of multi-standard systems at different levels of granularity and selected the convenient level depending on each designer's needs. It consisted first in making a graph description of the multi-standard system to be designed. Then, an architectural exploration extracted the operators of a given multi-standard device. These operators were requested to have enhanced reconfiguration capabilities so that a fast reconfiguration was implementable. Their paper illustrated two scenarios of multi-standard radio system designs. Furthermore their approach presented the scheduling issues. [3] presented a common structure for the FFT and Viterbi algorithms. A key benefit of exhibiting common operators was the regular architecture it brings when implemented in a Common Operator Bank (COB). This regularity made their architecture open to future function mapping and adapted to accommodate silicon technology variability through dependable design. They also discussed the Global complexity impact. MalekNaoueset.al [9] presented the Common Operator technique to present new common structures for the FFT and FEC decoding algorithms. A key benefit of exhibiting common operators was the regular architecture it brings when implemented in a Common Operator Bank (COB). This regularity made the architecture open to future function mapping and adapted to accommodate silicon technology variability through dependable design. [5] elaborated the Common Operator (CO) technique, which defined a multi standard terminal, based on a limited set of Common Operators. Their approach enhanced the reconfigurability and the scalability of the design but lead to a complex management of data dependencies and scheduling of each operator for its correct execution in the terminal. They presented a organization in bank (COB) not only to mitigate the scheduling issue but also to maintain the flexibility and the optimization in their technique. The COB benefits from the property of the CO though limiting the main part of the scheduling. The COB created a scalable design, limited the scheduling and reduced the number of operators. Applied in the case of LFSR targets to a tristandard terminal, it lowers the hardware complexity by up to 40%. [10] presented partial-column radix-2 FFT processors and realizations of butterfly operations. The area and power-efficiency of butterfly units to be used in their processor organization based on bit-parallel multipliers, distributed arithmetic and CORDIC were analyzed and compared. Their processor organization permits the area of the FFT implementation to be traded against the computation time. The power consumption comparisons proved that butterflies based on bit-parallel multipliers were powerefficient but have limitations on clock frequency. Butterflies based on distributed arithmetic were used for higher clock frequencies. If extremely long FFTs are needed, then CORDIC based butterflies areapplicable.L. Alaus et.al [7] presented parameterization as a digital radio design methodology. Two different techniques, namely common functions and common operators were considered. The second view of their work was developed and illustrated with two examples: the well-known Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and the Reconfigurable Linear Feedback Shift Register (R-LFSR), derived from the classical Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) structure.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Wavelet transform is an important signal analysis tool. Implementations of the wavelet transform in the embedded systems domain are generally concentrated on specific applications like image/video processing, etc. i.e., discrete wavelet transform has beena powerful tool for compression and is being used in many real-time, multimedia and embedded signal processing applications. DWT represents the signal in time-frequency domain. This approach is generally simple and effective. The DWT is implemented using a tree-structured filter banks. A number of filter banks are cascaded to produce a multi-resolution wavelet analysis, as shown below in Figure. It is essential to design a high-performance FFT processor to cope with the demand of real time and low power application in number of systems viz., signal processing in embedded, communication or wireless communication systems. FFT algorithm is used to compute the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) algorithm practically. Numerous algorithms have evolved since it (FFT) came into existence; including a mathematical representation such as complex arithmetic operations. The DFT is acquired by breaking down a sequence of values into components of dissimilar frequencies. This operation is practicable directly but at the cost of time required for its computation. The CooleyTukey algorithm is the popularly used FFT algorithm. The FFT butterfly is represented in Figure. 
Figure.2. Butterfly Representation For FFT Unit.
The works presented in the literature areriveted on defining and utilizing the Common Operators under parameterization techniques. In this paper I have planned to utilize the concept of sharing two different algorithms under parameterization approach. The two distinct algorithms sharing the implementation module under the parameterization context are FFT and DWT algorithms. Processed data and functions performed by the DWT and FFT algorithms are compared, but they seem to be totally unlike. Therefore, I have decided to research it under the Parameterization context, so that the processing and implementation similarities between the DWT-lifting and FFT-butterfly units can be identified. Thus, a configurable processing module (element) that can switch between the two algorithms functions is proposed .i.e., the theme is to implement synthesis and simulate the Mutual module for DWT and FFT processing elements on FPGA platform using Xilinx-ise. 
REVIEW ON DWT AND FFT ALGORITHMS
DWT and FFT algorithms appear to be entirely different in their approach, in terms of processed data and functionality. Yet, if the system parameters are examined minutely, implementation/architectural resemblances could be identified in the Lifting and butterfly structures of DWT and FFT respectively. The DWT and FFT structures are researched in the following paragraphs for their architectural similarity.
The lifting DWT
To construct two-channel filter banks a swift and economical technique called the lifting scheme is applied. The lifting scheme (as represented in Figure. 3) comprises of two computational measures: primal lifting (update) and dual lifting (predict). Its basic intention is to factor the polyphase matrix (equation (1)) of a wavelet filter into a sequence of upper and lower triangular matrices and a constant diagonal matrix [6, 6, 7] . Executing DWT with lifting scheme typically takes fewer multiplications and is more comfortable to supervise the boundary extension than executing DWT with convolution.
Figure.3 Lifting Scheme Based DWT Block Schematic
Executing a lifting step can be done by the following operations: 1) Split operation -splitting the input signal into disjoint components (i.e.to extract the even and odd components) this can be realized by the polyphase representation. This is also known as the lazy wavelet. The polyphase representation is composed of a delay unit and a pair of down samplers for splitting the input signal into odd and even samples.
2) Predict -the even samples are multiplied by the predict factor and then the results are added to the odd samples to generate the detailed coefficients. The predict operation is also referred to as the dual lifting step [1] .
3) Update -the detailed coefficients computed by the predict step are multiplied by the update factors and then the results are added to the even samples to get the coarse coefficients. The update step is also referred to as the primal lifting step [1] . (1) Finally, (see equation (1) normalization is applied for both the primal and dual lifting, such that the low pass and high pass sub bands are obtained respectively. This can be done by scaling the primal and dual lifting steps by k and 1/k respectively [2] .
Figure.4 Data Flow Diagram For The (9/7) Lifting Based
DWT.
2 FFT Butterfly
The DFT is asignificant discrete transform type, used to perform Fourier analysis. Often DFT is computed by the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The arithmetic operations performed by the DFT consumesmore computation time. But, the computation time for execution of the same arithmetic operations by the FFT will be less. Also Directly. The most common and well-known used FFT algorithm is the Cooley-Tukey algorithm which is to decomposes the transform by size N/r at each stage for chosen radix power-of-two, and these smaller transforms are then combined withthe structure in common is called as butterfly of size r. In this paper, the Radix-2 Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm is considered. The data flow diagram of the processing element resembles to the butterfly like shape and hence the processing element is named "butterfly" is sketched in Figure. 5 below. The radix-2 FFT algorithm in generalis practiced for the 2^n-point FFT size. From Equation (2) for N-point FFT the results of two-N/2 Fourier transform are required [3] .
Figure.5 N-Point Radix-2 FFT Architecture Representing The Butterfly Unit
Then, an N-point transform can be reduced to two N/2-point transforms byusing the divide and conquer strategy of the input signal into even and oddelements. 
Figure.6 Represents The 2-Point Radix-2 FFT Butterfly
Unit.
As discussedin this section if observed properly, a processing element for DWT with lifting scheme, is the essential operation and can be realized by one multiplication and two additions. We call this operation the Main Computation unit (MCU) [4] .Where for the radix-2 FFT structure can be realized by the 2-point transform subdivision with N/2 butterflies in each stage and this implementation too requires a multiplier and a pair of adder/subtractor unit(see Figure. 
PROPOSEDMUTUAL MODULEFORDWT ANDFFT ALGORITHMS
In this section, for implementation of area efficient embedded system a Mutual Moduleforthe two algorithms DWT and FFT is realized. A proposed implementation of the DWT and FFT processing elements are as follows:
DWT lifting structure
The lifting based DWT structure in Figure. 3&4 definesand describes its computationmethodwith three basic operations respectively. The processing element of DWT in lifting scheme is recognized by the Main computation unit (MCU) [4] .The operation of this MCU can be understood from Figure. 7&8 below. The following equations (4, 5and 6) define the lifting operation of DWT and each step/stage is recognized by the defined processing element (MCU) in Figure. 8 and equation (7). 
From the expression (7) above the MCU for the lifting DWT is designed as in Figure. addition and a multiplication operation. The processing element first adds two sampled even inputs, then multiplies it with the polyphase filter coefficient and at last the odd sampled input signal is added. This can be clearly understood from the equation (7) above.
Figure.8 Proposed Graphical Representation Of The MCU For
The Lifting Based DWT.
FFT butterfly structure
The FFT butterfly structure in Figure. 6 defines its computation method. The butterfly unit graphically presented can derive the operations required for the radix-2 FFT implementation. As represented in Figure. 6, computation of each butterfly unit (processing element) involvesan adder, a subtractor and a multiplier.
But, in practice FFT performs complex-valued operations. Therefore, the equations drawn in (8) define real and complex parameters [3] for the FFT butterfly inputs. By performing the operation as per the [3] butterfly representation in Figure.6 , the values obtained will be in following way, But in order to minimize the computational complexity in terms of the hardware utilization, the above representation can be rewritten as in [3] equation (10) below. Since, the expression in equation (9) requires 4 multipliers and 6 addersubtractor. The recomputed equation (10) reduces the number of the multiplier operation to three which requires more area and power consumption. Thus, from the expressions above the radix-2 FFT butterfly is designed which requires 9 addsubtract and 3 multipliers in the architecture (see Figure.9 ). [3] .
Figure.9 2-Point FFT Butterfly Implementation
Mutual implementation of DWT in FFT
The DWT structure presented in the previous subsection can share its structure as the mutual part of the FFT structure. And thus in the FFT architecture, DWT is recognized and thus the hardware complexity and the area issues are considered. First we discuss the FFT implementation; the equation (10) Mutual operation of DWT in FFT process 
This is represented in Figure. 10.
This can be done with the introduction of a couple of multiplexers at the input of the real/imaginary part and a multiplexer each for coefficient and the odd/non-multiplier part of the DWT input. For 2-point FFT complex input, a 2-point FFT output in real and imaginary form is obtained. While for DWT the predict/the update step is computed by the MCU.
Figure.10 Proposed Mutual Module for DWT and FFT units
The lifting DWT and the FFT butterfly are differentiated or selected by a select line for the multiplexers. After the complete discussion and presentation of the DWT and FFT architectures, the Mutual Module for the same is represented in Figure. 10. This Mutual Module consents to flip among two distinct executions of the DWT and FFT algorithms with the help selector.
RESULTS AND COMPARISON
The experimental results of our proposed method are presented below. The proposed design is simulated and synthesized using Xilinx ISE 10. The comparison table above interprets the logic utilized by the respective architectures of the DWT and FFT with the proposed Mutual module. If, in an embedded system a DWT and FFT architectures of 9/7 filter and 8-point radix-2 butterfly respectively are implemented then the total area required and power consumed by this system will be very high. This can be clearly recognized from the comparison table. And hence a Mutual module is proposed which is reused to perform both the operations of FFT and DWT instead of implementing two different architectures for executing their respective functions.
The 9/7 lifting based DWT requires 60 adder/subtractor and 36 multipliers with total area of 274 slices and power consumed is 300mW. And in case of 8-point radix-2 FFT architecture utilizes 108 adder/subtractor and 36 multipliers in return it consumes 315mW power and 228 slices of area. Whereas, the proposed Mutual module for the DWT and FFT architecture utilizes 9 adder/subtractor, 3 multiplier and 4 multiplexers with total area of 242 slices and power consumed is 253mW. Therefore, the presented approach proves to be effective and less complex implementation.
CONCLUSION
In this paper parameterization technique is approached which takes advantage of the mutual modules present in the two distinct algorithms popularly used in the Embedded and wireless communication systems applications. A common structure for the DWT and FFT algorithms is proposed. The Mutual module approach presents considerably low hardware complexity, reduced area and power consumption. This approach performed over 8point FFT and 9/7 DWT system under test achieves almost 40 % of reduction in power consumption and for the same system under test the area reduced is 48%.
